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Communicated by the Editors 
The Holder classes A, of vector-valued functions are defined. The functions in 
each space A, are completely characterized by conditions concerning the decay of 
their Fourier coefficients, their smoothness, and their approximability by polyno- 
mials. It is shown that, in some sense, A, is closed under multiplication, inversion, 
and factorization. These ideas are applied to a prediction problem for multivariate 
stationary processes. Specifically, spectral criteria are derived for the convergence 
rate of the series representation for the best linear predictor. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let w(e’“) be a nonnegative summable function on the unit circle, and 
consider the issue of minimizing the quantity 
s II- g(eiB)12 w(eis) &(e”), 
where do is normalized Lebesgue measure, and g varies over polynomials 
with zero constant term. Szegij showed that the minimum is zero, unless 
log w  is summable. Furthermore, he showed that in that case, w  = ISI ’ for 
some outer function f in the Hardy space H2, and the minimum is 
achieved by taking g(e”) = 1 -jbf(e”)-l. 
Viewed in the setting of the prediction theory for stationary random 
processes, this g is the best predictor of the present, based on the past, of 
the process with spectral density w. 
As such, it is of practical importance to determine the rate at which the 
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Fourier series of g converges (if it does at all) in the weighted space 
L*(w &)-that is, to find the rate of decay of the tail norms 
E;= 
2 
o(e’“) du(e”) 
as N tends to co. Grenander and Rosenblatt [3] showed that EN decays 
to zero exponentially if and only if w  is analytic and nonvanishing on the 
circle. Grenander and Szego [4] gave conditions for slower rates of 
convergence. 
The q-variate analogues of these notions are concerned with a function 
W(eis) on the circle, taking values among the positive q x q matrices. The 
problem is then to minimize the quantity 
tr (I- G(e”))*W(e”)(Z- G(e”)) da(e”) 
among polynomials G with q x q matrix coefficients, and with zero-matrix 
constant term. Adapting a method of Devinatz [2], and working within 
the multivariate prediction theory of Wiener and Masani [8, 131, 
Pourahmadi [lo] generalizes the result of Grenander and Rosenblatt to 
the multivariate picture. 
The discourse that follows explores slower rates of convergence for the 
multivariate best predictor: It is shown that for a large class of weights W, 
the tail EN decays as N-“, a > f, exactly when W belongs to what will be 
called the Holder class, A,. The univariate analogue of this result was 
established by Hirschmann [S] and Ibragimov [6], who used the theory 
of orthogonal polynomials. This approach does not seem to extend readily 
to the multivariate case, where the notion of orthogonality is technically 
more subtle. Rather, the issue is embedded into the structure of operator- 
and vector-valued Hardy classes. In this context, a result of Lowdenslager 
[7] and Rosenblum [ 1 l] provides access to the outer factorization 
W= f *f: (An exposition of this and other operator-theoretic tools is con- 
tained in Rosenblum an Rovnyak [12].) The theory of Toeplitz operators 
is then used to show that this factorization preserves membership in A,, 
and hence certain convergence properties carry over. Yet another approach 
is suggested in [lo]. 
The Holder classes are defined in Section 3, by analogy with the 
univariate Besov spaces B;,4, with p = 2 and q = 00 (see Bergh and 
Lbfstrom [ 11). In Sections 4 and 5, it is shown that the spaces A, admit 
useful alternate characterizations in terms of a smoothness condition, and 
polynomial approximation. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to demonstrating 
that, in some sense, A, is closed under multiplication and inversion. 
683/42/l-8 
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Construction of the outer factor f takes place in Section 8. These are 
necessary ingredients for the solution of the prediction problem, which 
follows in Section 9. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This article is concerned with functions on the unit circle T of the 
complex plane. Normalized Lebesgue measure on T is denoted by do. If f 
is a function on T, its jth Fourier coefficient is defined to be 
provided that the integral exists. The convolution f * g of two functions f 
and g is given by 
(f* g)(eie) = Jf(eir) g(eiCe-‘I) da(“) 
when this makes sense. 
If V is a (complex) Hilbert space, its inner product and norm are written 
(., .>w and Il./IQ7 respectively. If +?r and %$ are Hilbert spaces, then 
W(wl,, %‘*) is the Banach space of operators on %‘, into %$, endowed with 
the operator norm. We write 64!?(q) for g(%?, V). 
Fix a Hilbert space %?, and let 3 be either % or g(q). For 1~ p < 00, 
LP, is the Banach space of weakly measurable X-valued functions f on T 
such that 
llfll Lg = ( j Ilf(e’e)ll ii ~4e’))l* < a. 
Similarly, we say that f is in L,? if 
llfll rg = ess-sup llf(eieNl r < ~0. 
T 
In particular, Lk is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(.A gjLt, = j (f(eieh s(@)>, d4eie). 
For 1 < p < 00, the Hardy space H$ of %-valued functions consists of those 
f in LP, such that 
f(eie) eve dn = 0, for all j = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
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Every function in LP,, 16 p < co, is associated with a sequence of 
X-valued Fourier coefficients. Of particular importance are the sequence 
spaces .9=x @T= --03 Sj and X=x @F==,%j, where each Wj is an 
isomorphic copy of V. The Hilbert spaces L: and Hi are isometrically 
isomorphic to 9 and S, respectively, via Parseval’s identity: 
It will be convenient not to distinguish 5? from L,$, and Y? from H:. 
3. THE HOLDER CLASSES 
As in the scalar case, the W-valued Holder clases can be defined using a 
sequence of convolution kernel functions (see, for instance, Chapter 6 of 
[ 11). These kernels are constructed as follows. For k = 1,2, 3, . . . . let b@) be 
the complex function on T with Fourier coefficients given by 
I 
0, ljl <2k-1 
lj( -2k-1 
2k-I ’ 2k-1<ljl <2k 
&k’ = 
J 2k+t’- 
2k ? 
2k<2k+1 
\ 0, 2k+1<ljl. 
Also, take b(‘)(8) to be epic + 1 + eie. Observe that for all j, we have 
ck”= o S,!“’ = 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For CI > 0, the Holder class A, is the space of functions 
f in dp such that 
Ilflln, = llb’o’ * fll, + SUP Yk IVk) * fll 9 
keN 
< co. 
Each II . II,,, is a norm, under which LI, is a Banach space. These spaces 
are nested. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that 0 -c CL < /I. Zf f E A,, then f c A,, and 
Ilf II/l, G Ilf IIn@' 
ProoJ This follows immediately from the definition. 1 
Further properties of the spaces nb are explored in the following 
sections. 
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4. SMOOTHNESS 
Each A, can be characterized by a family of equivalent smoothness con- 
ditions. For fc 3, let Df be the derivative off, it it exists. In the Fourier 
picture, we have (Of) ^(j) = ij$. For t E R, define the difference operator A, 
on 9 by (d,f)(eie)=f(eiCe+‘l ) -f(e”). Note that (dff)jA= (e@ - 1 )x.. 
With t > 0, f~ 9, and A4 a positive integer, let 
dv) = ,;;jJ, Il~,“fllJp y’ 
Fix a > 0, and let M and N be any integers satisfying 0 < N < a < M + A? 
Consider the norm 
llfll (a,M,N) = IV-II y + SUP IIt"-" .wf”(D”f)l. 
o<r<n 
Indeed, finiteness of llfll (a,M,Nj is a smoothness condition off: 
THEOREM 4.1. Fix a > 0, and let A4 and N be any integers satisfying 
0 d N < a < M + N. The norms 11. II ca,M,N) and 11. II n, are equioalent. 
Proof: With appropriate f in 9, we have 
Thus 
Ilbck) * D”fll$= 1 l6;“)1* IjIZN Ilf?ill; 
,j, ,$-I 
*k+l 
< (2&+’ + N)2N 1 lyl* Ilf’jlG 
lj( -*k-l 
= (p+l + N)2N 11 bck’ * f II’, 
6 22N(N+ 1)2N22N(2k+1)2N Ilbck) *j-l& 
Therefore, 
IJbck)* DNf)19<8N(N+1)N2Nk IJb(k’*fllYqP’ 
Put b,(j) = (1 - eijt)M. Note that llpl * fll S 6 2M llfll 9. Moreover, since 
I($-‘(1 -eg’)l < 1 for all nonzero jt, the operation 
j)wwNjv!j) 
determines an operator on 9 of norm at most 1. 
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jt M f. (n) ;H t Sj”‘J. 
We have 
<22M(k+l) ((b(k) *fll’,. 
It follows that 11~~ * Uk’ * j-11 y < 2M I(btk’ * fll y. Also, 
lb, * Pk) * f II y = II (P,(j) . bjk’ .&I ” II y 
= II (P,( j)( jt)-M . (jt)“hy) .A) ” II y 
< 1 . II (( jtYJjk) .f?j) ” II y 
< ItIM. Mck+l) Ilb(k)* f/l,. 
Combining these gives us 
ll~,*b(~)*fll~p2~8~(N+1)~2~~rnin{l, Itl”2Mk) Ilb(k)*fllT. 
With that, for ~-EL!,, 
2’(a-N) IId~,(DNf))II~ 
=2’(a-N) J(p2-’ * DNflly 
< 2”” - N) . 
<2’(n-N) f 2”8N(N+ 1)N2Nkmin(l, 2-‘“2Mk) l/b(k) *fl/, . 
k=O 
= 2”8N(N+ l)N. f min{ 1,2 (k-r)M 1 
2(r-k)(a-N)@ak I/f,(k) *fl19) 
k=O 
Q 2”8N(jV+ l)N Ilfll,,, . f min{ 1, 2’k-r)M} 2(‘-k)(n--N) 
k=O 
~2’+‘8~(N+ 1)“[(1-2NPa)-‘+(1 -2’-M-N)-‘] llfll,,,. 
Thus, llfll (a,M,N) < C llflln, for some constant C. 
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To get the reverse inequality, note that for k= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
llb’k’ * “f-11 $ = 
= 2ke,<,;c2k-, 12’pk(ljl -2k-1)12 llj3llS 
. . 
+ C 12-k(2k+1- ljl)l* II&II& 
2-+<)/1<2k+’ 
< c Ilf?ilG. 
2k-l<ljl<++i .- 
Next, observe that 
for all nonzero 0. Thus, for 2kp ’ > JV, we continue with 
Ilb(k’ * j-11 * < 2’ 
?*&*k+, G)2M.22kM 
ljl-*" I(1 -e’i2+)M12 [IAIl& 
<2kelGza2k+, (4)‘“~22kM22M”pk’ I(1 -e’iz-k)M12 llj1.11,$ 
~2k~,<;L2k+, (5)2M.22M I(1 -eii2VM12 [(2!!:;N,* llj;.ll; 
<7t2M22N2-2kN IIp2-k * D”fIj$. 
If 2k-1 < N, then the bound Ilbck) *fll$ d llfll> suffices. Combining 
these, we find that if IlfII(a.M,Nj< 00, then 
Ilflln, = llb’o’ * fll 9 + sup 2”k IlbCk) * fll Li? 
kcN 
G llfll9 + 2”N” llfll9 + k:2x-,>N2uk ll~‘k’*fllP sup 
< [If11 p( 1 + 20NU) + sup 2”klrM2N2kN II&k * DNfl19 
k:2k-‘>N 
d llfll,(l +2”Na)+.rrM2N sup (fN--a IIJY~Nf)ll,) 
111 s-0 
< (1 + 2”Na+ nM2N) k/-II (a,M,N). 1 
5. APPROXIMATION BY POLYNOMIALS 
Let 9, be the collection of polynomials of the form Eli, <n c, euO in 9. 
Define the norm II . II Ca, by 
llfll Cal = llfll T + sup Cn”. dist,(f, -%,)I. 
nsN 
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THEOREM 5.1. Ler a > 0. The norms )I . II ,,, and II . II Cal are equivalent. 
Proof: If f~ A,, then 
llbCk) * fll 2 <Z-Ok llflln; 
Thus 
G c IWk) * fll, 
Ikl = K 
G Ilflln; f rak 
k=K 
= llrl,:~ 
G ll.rl,,~&~~-a. 
This shows that 
llfll [a] 6 IV-II 9 + &? IV-II ‘4, 
d const. . llfll n,. 
Conversely, if llfll Cnl < 00, then 
IlbCk)*fllL= c 2’-,~,j,~2~+, Iek’12 Ilf?iIli 
< c llr,lli 
2k-‘<j,l<2t+l 
G 1 llj1ilG 
2k-‘< ljl 
= [dist& LQ-~)]~ 
d Ilfll:,,~(2k-‘)-2”. 
This shows that 20k Ilbck) * fll, < 2” llfll co,, and so IlfIIn, d (1 + 2”) 
x llfll [a]. I 
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6. MULTIPLICATION 
We now assume that %? consists of the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on a 
separable Hilbert space 9, so that (A, B)y = tr(B*A). Then %? is a vector 
subspace of 9(Y), the space of bounded operators on 9. As such, the 
notion of multiplication makes sense in %. 
The following properties are well established: 
lIABlI,G l14,c,, IIBII~ 
IWIIwG IMII. lIBILc,, 
IIAII acg,< IIAII.. 
If A E %I?(%), then CH AC is a bounded operator on %?. Call this 
operator 2. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. IfA~9?(9), then IIA”II,c,,= llAllacs,. 
Proof If A = 0, then the claim holds trivially. Otherwise, let E > 0, and 
choose ~~‘22 so that Ilolly=l and IIAvII.+E~IIAI~~~~). Let CE% be 
defined by 
<a Y>g= (4 v>,(v* Y>%. 
Put u,, = v, and let {v~}J~,~ be an orthonormal basis for Y. Then IICllw = 1, 
and 
IIACll,$= f (ACVj, ACUj>, 
j=O 
= f (CV~, A*ACVj)g 
j=O 
= f (uj, uo>~<~o~ A*ACVj)s 
j=O 
= (v,, A*ACv,). 
= (A*Avo, Cv,), 
= (A*Avo, vo)s(vo, VO)B 
= II Avll; 
This shows that IIA(I io(wg) 2 II A II Bcgj. On the other hand, 
IIACIIvG IIAllto(wa) IlCllv 
for all C E ‘27. So the result follows. 1 
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If f is a mapping from T to %, then f induces a mapping from T to 
g’(9) in the obvious way. Accordingly, we henceforth suppress the -. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that f < a < M, and f E A,. Then 
SUP I4 - u+ l’* Il4Yf II O<lrl<n 
L&) G c Ilf IL, 
for some .positive constant C. 
ProoJ: Take I t( = 2-“, and define p j”’ by 
b!M’(j) = (1 - eijy’ 
We now have the following chain of estimates: 
= f (2k+y Ilpj”’ * b(k) * f (I ~ 
k=O 
< f (2k+*)‘QM .min{l, Itl”2Mk} Ilb@)* f\I, 
k=O 
n-1 
< 1 2(k+*)/*.2M.2Mk--“.2--kIIfIIn~ 
k=O 
+f2 (“+*)/*.2M.2--ok IlfIIAo 
k=n 
= 2 M+l. 
1-2!~~-~,2~+~“+“2M-“f”2-~) 
This verifies the claim. 1 
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Fix t, 0 < (t( < 7~. Let us define the operator Er by 
(E,f)(e”) = +[f(e’[‘+ ‘I) + f(P)] 
whenever this makes sense. The following properties are easy to establish. 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf f and g are in 9, then 
(9 z,A,=A,E, 
(ii) A,(fg) = (Kf )(A,g) + (A,f )(s, g) 
(iii) A,M(fg)=C/M_o(r)(~~A;M-if)(~~-iA:g) 
(iv) Il~,fIl,~llfll,. 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf f and g E (A, n Lz,&, then fg E A,. 
Proof: With a > 0, let A4 be the integer satisfying a < M< a + 1, and 
put E = A4 - a. Now we have 
I4 PO Il4?fg)ll, 
+ IlVf II ~;,Jltl --” ll4%ll,) 
M-l M 
< const. f Ilf IL, II gllL& + c 
0 j-1 J 
llf ILl,-,+,6+,,,~ 11 gLi-e,2 
+ Ilf II L&, IIgll A, 
I 
M-l M 
6 const. . llflln, IIgllL&,,+ c 
0 
llflln, II&, 
j=l J 
+ llf IL& lIgllAa . I 
In establishing the above estimates, we used the facts 
a-j+t<M-j 
Ocj-;<a 
E+l 
O<a-j+F<a 
for ldjdM-1. 1 
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7. INVERSION 
It is now necessary to assume that the Hilbert space B is linite- 
dimensional. This is because CE g’(9) cannot be both invertible and of 
Hilbert-Schmidt class V unless that assumption is made. Now if fg 9 
satisfies the condition 
O<k,zdf(eie)*f(eie)~k,z (1) 
for almost every eiB, then g(e”) =f(eie))i exists and lies in L,“. In this 
case, for any ME N, 
0 = A fnw. 
Repeated application of Lemma 6.2(ii), with the B operations ignored (this 
does not affect the later norm estimates), gives 
4’%= c 
M! 
, ( - 1 )‘&Yf) g.. . &W-k. 
m,+ +m,=M m,! . ..m.. 
Now suppose that, in addition to the boundedness condition above, we 
assume that fe A,. Let A4 > a be fixed. Estimating norms, we find 
IlAf’%l,~~ ,:! 
(*) m,. ..rn,! 
x {II gll L;((,) ll4”’ fll Lz,w, IIAl +, . . . II Al Lzce-, IlA7’fll~~~(y, IIAl 21 
+ II g/l L,& IlAc”fll zz II gll atgv, 
where the sum is over the condition (*) m, + . . . + m, = M, 1 < mj < hf. 
Now for each term in the sum, choose positive numbers a,, . . . . a, (which 
are dependent on m,, . . . . m,) such that a, + ... + a, = a, uj< mj, and 
aj + f < a. This provides for the bound 
I~l-Pl14’%ll,~~ M! , (II gll~~,(y~(Ifl-ll’ IM”!fII~~,J (*, m,! . ..rn.. 
x II gll L&, . * * II gll Lg,V,(lfl -a’ Il4W,;,,,,) II gild 
+ llgll~;,y,Wa llAf”flM IIgll~~,y, 
a 
M! 
, llgll;;,;,:, IlfII”~,+I,z ..’ Ilflln,,+,,2 (., m,! .‘.rn,. 
+ II gll i& IV-II ,4; 
This establishes the following assertion. 
THEOREM 7.1. 1f f E ,4, satisfies ( 1 ), then f- ’ exists and lies in A,. 
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8. FACTORIZATION 
If the nonnegative V-valued weight function W satisfies 
log+ IIW(eie))liluEL’(a) 
then it enjoys a factorization W= f *f, where f is outer in the Hardy class 
Hi. If, in addition, W is bounded from zero and infinity, an explicit series 
representation of the outer factor f is possible. The principal tools needed 
from shift analysis are outlined below, excerpted from Rosenblum and 
Rovnyak, Hardy Classes and Operator Theory [ 121. 
As before, G$ is a Hilbert space, and 2 is the direct sum (‘;kb @%?r 0 . ..) 
of copies of %?. We continue to identify vectors in 2 with their trigonometric 
isomorphs. The shift operator S on Y? is defined by 
(Sf)(ele) = eief(eie). 
Its adjoint S* is given by 
(S*f)(eie) = evie[f(eie) -jb]. 
The kernel X of S* is the subspace X = %?,, 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 . . ., a copy of %?. 
Let P, = (I- SS*) be the projection of 3Y onto X. 
Every operator TE@(%) can be expressed as an infinite matrix with 
entries in 93(g). Specifically, we write 
T. = P,S*‘TSkP /.k 09 
for all nonnegative integers j and k. With that, (Tf) ^(j) = CT= o Tj,k fk for 
all f ~3?. Furthermore, if AB= C in B’(s), then cj,k=~~co Aj,lB,,k, 
where the convergence is in the strong topology. Finally, observe that 
( T*)j,k = ( Tk, j)*. Thus, the action of operators in a’(X) is implemented by 
formal matrix manipulations. 
An operator T in k%(X) is Toeplitz if S*TS= T. This is the case exactly 
when the entry Tik depends only on j-k. Toeplitz operators admit a 
useful functional representation. Let P be the projection of Y onto &‘. 
THEOREM 8.1. An operator TE 9?(s) is Toeplitz if and only iffor some 
w+&p 
Tf=P(Wf), fE#. 
In that case, (ITllacxj = 11 WJ(Lg,(y,, and Tj,k= @j-k. 
If WE L&, is the function generating the Toeplitz operator T, then we 
write T = T(W). 
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THEOREM 8.2. A Toeplitz operator T(W) E a(X) is nonnegative if and 
only if the values W(e”) E 9?(q) are nonnegative for almost every eie. 
An operator A E @I(X) is analytic if A = T(f) for some f E H,",,,. If, in 
addition, AX reduces S, then A is said to be outer; this occurs exactly 
when the function f is outer. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let WE L&B) and A E Hg((,,. Then T(W) = T(A)*T(A) if 
and only if W(e”) = A(eie)*A(eie), a.e. 
Now take (as in Section 7) %? to be the space of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 9. A Toeplitz operator may 
be viewed as a linear transformation on PA,. 
LEMMA 8.4. Zf a > 4, and GE HZ&,, then T( G* ) is a bounded operator 
on PA,. 
ProoJ Let 1, be the space of scalar-valued functions analogous to /1,. 
It is shown in [9, p. 1101 that if g E H”, then the Toeplitz operator T( 2) 
is bounded on PI,, for a > 4; in that case, the operator norm of T(g) is 
equal to IIgllHm. (In [9] the Holder class J., is denoted by B;,,.) The 
multivariate case can be deduced from this result as follows. First, observe 
that if GE Hgtcb,, then each of its entries (G),,, is a function in H”. 
Moreover, if (vl, . . . . vq} is the standard basis for 9, we have 
IItG),,,IIw = Il(Gv,, vm)sII,~ 
Q IIGII Hgyj. 
Similarly, if f E 5? then 
Ilb(k)*fll&= c *k-,~,j,~2k+, lek)12 llf?ilG 
= **-‘<,i,d2k+, 16yT2 i IGhA’ c m,n= 1 
=i c I~~k)121(~L,n12 
m,n=l 2’-‘<ljl<2k+’ 
=,$;, Ilbtk)* (f,m,nllt2. 
It follows that f E A, if and only if each (f ),,, E 1,, and in that case, there 
are constants C, and C2 such that 
c, lIfll,G( i- ll(f)m,.lliJ1’2~C2 llflln; 
m,n=l 
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Finally, if a> i, GE H&,, and F’EPA,, then 
ll(PCG*FI),,,II,~= i PC(G*),,,(F),,l 
II I=1 2, 
6 i II(G*L,IIIH~ ll(Fh,nlli., 
/= 1 
G”,“y II(G*hn,,/Iw 5 II(F)v,,II~, 
“=l 
6 II GII H;,*, GcP2 IPI A,. 
Hence IIP(G*F)ll.~~CC,1C2q3’2 IIGIIH~y~ PIIn,. I 
Evidently, this argument fails when dim Y = co. 
For a sufficiently large, the functions in A, are themselves bounded. 
LEMMA 8.5. Zf a > i, and f E A,, then f E L;((,,. 
Proof: With a > 4 fixed, we have 
k=O 
<2 llflln, f 2pk(U-1’2) 
k=O 
=2(1-2- (ap1’2))-1 llflln; I 
Suppose that W(eie) is a nonnegative V-valued function satisfying the 
boundedness condition 
0 < k,Z< W(eis) < k,Z, a.e. (2) 
for some constants k, and k,. There is a factorization W=f*f; f outer. 
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We shall use operator-theoretic methods to construct the outer factor f for 
W. The boundedness condition then allows us to express the coefficients of 
f in terms of W and associated operators. From this, the membership off 
in A, can be tested. 
We begin by following the developments of [ 12, Sect. 3.41. With W given 
as above, define 
T=T(W) 
S 
T  
= T’/2ST- 112 
X = ker S* 
=%@(O)@(O)@ ... 
XT = ker SF 
= T-I/23- 
J= T’/‘l,,. 
Continuing, let J* have polar decomposition V/*R, where R is the 
nonnegative operator (JJ*)l”, and V is a partial isometry in $!#(X,, X) 
with initial space J*X. The proof of the assertion (ii) =E. (i) in Theorem 3.4 
of [ 123 gives the following expression for the outer factor f: 
f = f S&-(1- S,S;) S;jTli2. 
j=O 
The result in [ 121 also shows that f. = R. 
The boundedness assumption on Wallows for the invertibility of T, and 
hence further reductions occur. From [ 12, p. 511, we see that for all 
u E T’12%, 
T’1295, = S*T’+, 
T  
But T’/*X = 2 = T-‘/2#, so that for all u E X’, 
S*T- 14 = T- li2SzNu 
T  
It follows that Tli2XT = .X. Thus J and R are invertible operators. 
Now refer to [ 12, p. 98, Theorem B]. This yields 
and we have fHs = H’, = Hs. 
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A consequence is that f’ exists, and moreover lies in Hz. To see this, 
check that the identity I of V lies infHi, and from condition (2), we have 
0 = inf 
s 
tr(Z+fp)*(Z+fp) da 
=inf tr(f-‘+P)*W(f-‘+p)do s 
> inf k, s tr(f-’ + p)*(f-’ + p) da 
where p varies over the analytic polynomials. Hence, f-' lies in the 
L.&span of the analytic polynomials, and is bounded. 
With these matters noted, the expression for f develops as 
f =,Eo S’(R-‘J)(I-S&) S;‘T’I= 
= f S’(R-1T’~2)(Z-&S;) S;jT’/= 
j=O 
= f Sj(R-‘T’i=)(z- T'/=ST-'I=ST-'/2S*T1/2)(T--1I2S*T~I2)jT~/2 
j=O 
= f Sj(R-‘T’/=)(& T’/=ST-‘S*T’/=)(T~‘/=S*iT’/=) Tl/= 
j=O 
= f S’R-‘(Z- TST-IS*) S’T. 
j=O 
With the matrix entries of T-’ given by Yj,k, this yields the representation 
J. = p,s*ifp, 
= f PoSiS’PoR-‘(Z- TST-IS*) S*‘TPo 
I=0 
= P,R-‘P,(Z- TST-‘S*) S*‘TP, 
=R-‘Wj-R-’ ,zo kEo W?+I Y,./zW~k+j+l* 
From the last expression for 4, we see that f is given by 
f = R-‘{PW- P([T-‘F]*F)}, 
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where F= (WI, Wz, W,, . ..) in 2. Suppose that W (and hence F) E A, for 
some a> i, and put G = T-‘F. From P(f*fG) = F it follows that 
fG = P(f *-‘F), which is in A,, by Lemma 8.4. If a > i, then Lemma 8.5 
asserts that fG is bounded. In that case, G = f-‘fG is bounded, and 
another application of Lemma 8.4 shows that P(G*F) E A,. This proves 
THEOREM 8.6. Suppose that a> i, and W satisfies (2). Let W have the 
factorization W = f *f, with f outer. !f WE A,, then f E A,. 
9. CONVERGENCE OF THE BEST PREDICTOR 
Let $9 be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, and % the space of operators 
on 9, viewed as a Hilbert space with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. The 
sequence spaces X and Y are constructed as before. Suppose that W is a 
nonnegative V-valued weight function on T, and consider the matter of 
minimizing 
tr 
s 
(Z- g(eie))* W(eie)(Z-g(e”)) da(e”) 
over polynomials g in SX. This is the spectral analogue of minimizing the 
mean-square error in predicting the present, given the past, of the ‘&valued 
process with spectral density W. If W= f *f for some f outer in H,“, and 
f-’ exists, then the minimum is achieved by taking g(e”) = I- f(eis)-‘& 
(see [13]). 
Let us seek the rate at which the Fourier series of the best predictor g 
converges within the weighted space L*( W(eie) da(eie)), if indeed this 
makes sense. Let g, be the tail of the formal series: 
g,(e”) = f (f-l);& eve. 
J=N 
If W satisfies the boundedness condition (2), then g, exists, and the 
following estimates hold: 
kl tr &$g, da Q tr g;Wg, da 6 kz tr s g;g, do. (3) 
This makes possible the following criterion for the rate of convergence for 
the best predictor. 
683/42/l-9 
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THEOREM 9.1. Let a > 0. Suppose that W satisfies (2), so that W= f *f 
for f outer in X. Let E, be defined by 
Ei = tr 
s 
g$ Wg, da. 
There exists a positive constant C such that 
E, 6 CN-“, N= 1, 2, . . . (4) 
if and only if f E A,. In that case, WE A,. 
If a > f, then (4) holds if and only if WE A,. 
Proof: IffE/l,, then fp’EALI, because ofTheorem7.1. By (3), we then 
have 
tr s g$g:g,daGC,N-a, N=l,2 ,.... 
Thus the asserted bound for E, holds, with C= k2C0. 
Conversely, if E, decays as stated, then gE /i,. The constant jb is 
positive (and full rank-hence invertible), so f-’ E /1,. Applying 
Theorems 7.1 and 6.3, we conclude that f and W belong to LI,. 
If a>$ and WE/I,,, then f E A,, by Theorem 8.6. The assertions then 
follow as above. 1 
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